This paper gives necessary and sufficient conditions for the applicability of collocation and Galerkin methods to bisingular integro-differential equations with continuous coefficients. They are obtained by a local principle for paraalgebras.
Introduction
When solving bisingular integro-differential equations by collocation and Galerkin methods one naturally asks whether the approximate solutions exist, are uniquely determined and converge to the exact solution. These problems were studied in [2] , [6) for Toeplitz and singular integral operators by means of Banach algebra techniques. The integro-differential operator treated here acts from one Banach space E1 into another Banach space E2 , where E2 . Thus, there is no multiplication operation in the set £(E1 , E2 ) of all bounded linear operators. This necessitates the consideration of special paraalgebras which allows us to reduce the original problem of the applicability of collocation and Galerkin methods to the investigation of the invertibility of certain elements in a quotient paraalgebra A/J. This problem can be solved using a local principle for paraalgebras (cf. [3] ) generalizing the well-known local principle of Gohberg-Krupnik [5] . We note that some results on the approximate solution of pseudodifferential equations are already contained in [9] .
The concept of paraalgebras
We suppose that the reader is familiar with the theory of Banach algebras, especially with the local principle proposed in [5] . The modifications for the case of paraalgebras will be given in the sequel. For convenience, we restrict ourselves to the case of paraalgebras of operators. (The reader is referred for further details and for the general case to [10] and [31.)
Definition 2.1: (a) Let Ej be a Banach space and let A, be a subalgebra of £(E1) £(E1 , E),i = 1, 2. Further let S and S2 be closed subspaces of C(E1 , E2 ) and £(E2 , E1),

respectively. If for any operators A E Si, B E S2 , C A 1 , D E A 2 we have AB E A 2 , BA C A 1 , DA, AC C S 1 , BD, CB C 52, then the system
A2)
is called a paraalgebra of operators. It is called a paraalgebra with identities if A 1 contains the identity operator on E1 , i = 1,2. The elements of A 1 U A 2 U S1 U S2 are called the elements of the paraalgebra P.
(b) A two-sided ideal of a paraalgebra P is a paraalgebra
A)
with .JC P such that for any two elements A C 3', B C P for which the operation AB or BA is performable, the product AB or BA belongs to J. It can be verified that in this case
is a paraalgebra again. It is called the quotient-paraalgebra of P with respect to J. (ii) P -* J (the identity operator on as n -* oo.
Two elements
Analogously to [7] , [12) , we assume that we are given operator sequences {W,'} 1 and {W,'} 1 on Y and V, respectively, which satisfy 
The operations in these spaces are defined in a natural way, and the norm is given by with DP, = P,'DP, for all n = 1,2.....As above, we define the Banach spaces 
We denote by fl{P,Y, p,2)} the set of all operators A for which
(ii) A n is invertible for all sufficiently large ii , say n sup> II A ;'II < 00 (iv) i as n -*
Remark 2.5:
The importance of the set ll{P
} can be illustrated by the following: If A E fl { P, ) , p,2)) , then for all y E E2 the sequence , where x,. € imP, is the (unique) solution of AnZn = converges to an element x € E1 which satisfies Ax = y. 
General theorem
BA = P,' ®P+(PB P®PD'P )T( BP®P,DP) P,'DP,) BP®W,"DP) +(P'BW'®PD'W,' )S( W,rBP'ØW,'DP,)+ N, where T, M, H, S E X(Y ® V) and IINII -* 0 as n -oo. Since the operators A E L(X ® Z, Y 0 V), C1 , C2 , C3 E £(Y (9 V) are invertible we can define a sequence {B} 1 by B = Bn-(PBP,'OPDPflT(BOD)A(P,'®Pfl -( P,'B' P,' ®PD W,")RC (P,r ®Wfl -(P'BW'0PD'W,") SC3 I (W,roW,')
and calculate the product B' A
B' A = P,' 0 P + (P ' BP, ' (D PD'P,')T(B 0 D)A x [A -(P' 0 P,')A(P,' 0 P)](P," (@ P)
By virtue of (1) - (6), we derive from (7) that
where II N,1I -* 0 as n -* oo . hence, the operators A im(P 0 P,) -p im(P,' 0 P,') are left invertible for all sufficiently large n. Analogously, we find a sequence {B} 1 with
A "-P'øP,'+N,'" , II N,'II-0 as fl-4 tX). (9) -
Now the proof follows immediately from the relations (8), (9) . 
Approximate solution of bisingular int egro-differential equations
Let I' = { t E C : Itl = 1) be the unit circle with the center at the origin of coordinates.
It is known [5] that the operators S1, S2 defined by 
00
We shall seek an approximate solution to equation (12) in the form k=m-r ji k!(j-p--I)! i_k p+ ,3+j+k,P3
Here fi k,a ik 
Obviously, {P ) with P = P° is a sequence of projections acting on L 2 (F) = H(r). " n=I
It is known that P = P. and -, P A't2 as n Further we need the projections P+ , P -being defined on L 2 (F) by
where 'Pk are as above.
Let D denote the operator (Dc)(t) = ()(t). According to [11J, the operators
B -(P +tm P)Dr: H -L 2 and D=(P++tP)D: H -
are invertible, and from [1] we can derive the validity of the identities
Now it can be seen that the linear algebraic system (15) is equivalent to the equation
where K is defined as in (12) .
Theorem 4.1 (The Galerkin method): Let amq,bmq,cmq,dmq E C(F x 1'), arp,brp,cyp,drp E L00 (I' X 1') (r=O,l,...,m-1;p=O,1,...,q-l).
For K E fl{P (9 P, P, 0 P} it is necessary and sufficient that the operators K € £(H' 9 (1' x F),L2 (r x F)) and C1 ,C2 ,C3 E £(L2 (F x F))
are invertible, where
Ci = (P(& I ) amq (1) (P(&P)+(PØ I ) b't (POP) mq2 +(P-ø I ) ct" (P-øP+ ) + (P -ø I ) mg 1 2 (2) C2 = ( I ®P) amq (P®P) + ( I ®P1 ' 2 t (POP) / "52
+( I OP)cmqt1 (2) -m (P0P) + (I OP-)d (2)t-mtq(p-&p-)' mqj2(3)
C3 = (POP) amq (P®P4 ) + (P®P' ) bmg 3 t (Pop) +(P -®P) ctr (P -oP+ ) + (P-®P-' ) (3)gm (Po p -) mg 1 2
Proof: As in [12] , we define on L 2 (r) the operator sequence 
{Pn (aP +bP)DP,}, a,bE L(F).
As a consequence of these considerations we get the following lemmata. [7] . Then there exists a number no EN such that for all n no the operators : im P -. im P,, where K 1 = P,1 KP , = PK 1 P 01 are invertible and the norms of the inverses are uniformly bounded, i.e., Now we shall study the collocation method for solving the bisingular integro-differential equation (12) . Denote by R R(l' x F') the set of functions which are Rieman n-in tegrable on F x F. Suppose that I E R. An approximate solution of equation (12) 
